N4600  NGON LUA NGHE TINH  (NORTH VIETNAM, 1965)
(Other titles: Fiamme de Nghe Tinh; Fire of Nghe Tinh; Flame of Nghe Tinh; Flamme von Nghe Tinh; Flammes de Nghe Tinh; Nghe Tinh’s fire)

**Credits:** director/writer, Nguyen Van Thong.

**Cast:** Than Nga, Ngoc Han, Thuy Van, Le Doa.

**Summary:** Melodrama set in Vietnam in 1930. Describes the prelude to the revolution of 1945. Nga, a young peasant, and her fiancée Guy, a young worker, organize village resistance and reforms in Nghe Tinh despite the resistance and reprisals of the colonial authorities.
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